
 

HERO JR. is Evan Haughey (vocals, rhythm guitar) from Bridgman, MI, Ken Rose (lead guitar) 
from Los Angeles, CA., Dave DuBrava (bass) from Binghamton, NY, and Ryan Keyes (drums) 
from Minneapolis, MN. 

With an essence somewhere between the excitement of Nirvana and the heavy simplicity of 
early Black Sabbath and 70s British rock, HERO JR. gives listeners all the expected dynamics, 
power and unscripted performances of a great classic rock band, with melodic, lyrical and 
musical hooks that keep listeners singing along. 

Having supported headlining acts such as Alice Cooper, Tom Petty, John 5 & The Creatures, 
Kings X, The Offspring, LA Guns, Jared James Nichols, Tantric and more, HERO JR. is truly in 
their element live on stage, performing over 800 national shows since the band’s first 
incarnation in 2010.  In terms of work ethic and influences, HERO JR. is an old school band, but 
their crisp live sound sets the bar for modern rock music.  HERO JR. has a reputation for 
playing different shows each night, often stretching their well-crafted rock tunes into epic jams. 

HERO JR’s newest song/video “Deep End Price Tag” is a guaranteed head-banger for any fan 
of rock music and was recorded live in the band’s Indianapolis rehearsal space.  The “rock and 
roll lifers” have faithfully captured their live sound on a recording and “Deep End Price Tag” is a 
tantalizing tease of what the new album, tentatively titled “Everyone”, will bring.  After two years 
of touring this album will be the first HERO JR. recording with Ryan Keyes on drums, enabling 
the band to be fiercer and more on the edge than ever before.  Hero Jr. is the perfect mixture of 
being a well oiled machine with the potential for anything to happen at any time. 

In a world of calculated arrangements and production, where rock bands are often more pop 
than rock, HERO JR. records as they perform.  All live.  No overdubs. HERO JR. is all about the 
“perfect imperfections” reminiscent of classic rock artists on record.  Rock is about capturing 
magic moments and “Everyone” does just that.   

The band’s evolution and music reflect their love and respect for classic rock music and for the 
otherworldly rock and roll story that brought HERO JR. together in the first place.   

If you are a rock fan HERO JR. will not disappoint! 

Hero Jr. endorses Orange Amplification, DR Strings, Gibson Guitars, Kali Studio Monitors, Klipsch Audio, 
Fender Picks, and Jim Dunlop/MXR Effects. 

“RECORD OF THE DAY…go see theses guys live people.  #realdeal…” 
- Dean Delray, Comedian, Let There Be Talk Podcast 

"World Class Jams…Hero Jr. is like a modern Black Crowes”  
-Joey Coco Diaz, Church Of What's Happening Now Podcast 

“How can a band that’s so fucking loud be so fucking good?” 
-anonymous sound engineer on tour 

Contact Hero Jr.  loonytunesmith@gmail.com 

Official Website:  www.herojrmusic.com 
Concert videos:  30 Foot Wave  (Trees, Dallas) 
   Graveyard Of Mirrors (The Whisky A  Go Go, Los Angeles) 
Facebook:   www.facebook.com/herojrmusic 
Twitter:    www.twitter.com/hero_jr 
Instagram:   www.instagram.com/herojr 

CLICK HERE - NEW HERO JR. VIDEO “DEEP END PRICE TAG”
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